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Abstract: As envisaged by developers, industry actors or politicians, software systems will be utilized in critical infrastructures to an unprecedented level in order to
realise virtualization, optimize resource efficiency or provide new functionalities.
However, this can also be sources of additional (systemic) risks due to increased
complexities and tights couplings, potential failures of complex governance structures, or incoherent technical and governance developments. We propose a research perspective of technology assessment that focuses on the interactions between technological developments and governance structures.

1 The Analytical Perspective of Technology Assessment on Technical
and Governance Structures
Since its beginning in the 1960s, technology assessment is a tool of technology policy by
providing scientifically produced knowledge for advising political decision-making and
informing the public about technological developments and its implications like societal
benefits, unintended consequences, or risks [e.g., Be07, Gr09]. Public technology assessment mainly focuses on societal issues of new technologies which cannot be adequately solved by technology developers or market actors alone. In many cases, technology assessment, thus, also explores the necessities and options of political interventions
and of necessary adjustments of governance structures. Since socio-technical systems
like infrastructures are becoming increasingly complex, fast-changing, and interdependent among each other, there is also a need for technology assessment focusing on systemic risks [KR06, He09].
Recently, issues of technology policy are often discussed using the notion of ‘governance’. In the public policy context, ‘governance’ refers to situations of collective decision-making in which not only a government actor is the sole authority. Instead, multiple
actors such as civil parties, private firms, business associations, or semi-public actors
such as standardisation organisations supplement or substitute governmental actors in
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self-regulating or cooperative approaches in which negotiations to balance divergent
interests are prevalent [e.g., Be09, Ma09, St98]. Governance structures encompass institutional arrangements consisting of formal rules (e.g., legal rules, standards or contracts)
and informal rules (e.g., conventions or norms) with their enforcement mechanisms.
However, the multitude of actors involved in governance and, especially, the inclusion
of non-governmental actors in public decision-making causes several problems such as a
higher degree of complex interdependence among governing actors, blurring of responsibilities, or difficulties about accountabilities [e.g., St98].
Table 1: Developments, Risks Factors and Options
Developments
Technology:

Social
 Functional unbundling in
organisation of
supply networks
production:
 More decentralised production
 Virtualisation (coupled
heterogeneous resources;
real time coordination)
 ‘De facto’ industry organisation by software systems
 More use of automatic
market mechanisms in
management of resources
and markets

Regulative
structure:

Risk factors

Options

 Ubiquitous use of software  Software systems as addi-  Technological research on
dependable algorithmics,
systems
tional source of risks in
reliable security and priinfrastructures
 Technical definition and
vacy, predictable selfautomatic enforcement of  “Opening up” of infrastrucorganisation, transparent
institutions
ture systems to malicious
fault tolerance, etc.
attacks and inadvertent
 Higher degree of interdeerrors via software systems  Research on software
pendency between infraconcepts for critical infrastructure components
 Technical complexity,
structures (modularity, cus‘self-emergent phenomena’
 More commercial off-thetomisation vs. COTS etc.)
in interconnected selfshelf software (COTS)
organising systems

 Political intervention from
‘liberalization’ to environmental protection
 Increased number of governing actors (heterogeneous players, multi-level
governance)
 Converging governance
areas (telecommunication,
electricity, transport, internet)
 Software governance
becomes pivotal element
for infrastructure governance
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 Organisational characteris-  Research for appropriate
organisational structure,
tics influences risk maninstitutional incentives and
agement of software uses
constraints (e.g., extended
 Inappropriate couplings of
certification schemes, ininfrastructures and infradustry-wide risk managestructure elements
ment coping with interde Complexity and non-linear
pendencies, ‘public debehaviour of actor constelpendability goods’ such as
lations
common experimental,
 Autonomous decisions
modelling and simulation
without human (corrective)
facilities)
intervention
 Inappropriate self-organisation (e.g. standardisation
or certification schemes
 Conflicting political objectives
 Complexity in governance
constellations: Lack of system-wide oversight; Uncoordinated governance; Unclear responsibility
 Existent software governance structures inappropriate for critical infrastructures
 Governance structure
incoherent with organisational and technological
developments

 Balancing of divergent
political goals
 Governance structures
spanning system-ofsystems
 Improved governance of
software
 Coherent co-evolution of
technical and governance
developments
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For analytical purposes, we can distinguish three layers included in infrastructure systems: the production structure, which encompasses (1) the technology used in producing
a given good or service and (2) the social organisation of production (‘internal governance’ of a production system or industry), as well as (3) the regulative structure (‘external regulative governance’) of infrastructure systems [Ma09, p. 122]. Each of the technological, social-organisational and regulative layers of infrastructure systems underwent
considerable changes in recent years and will be subject to further changes envisaged by
research, industry and policy actors (see Table 1). At all layers we can find sources of
risks that are only at the beginning to be understood in the ways they work and their
consequences and for which research on options to counteract is necessary. This is discussed in the following.
From the governance perspective, we focus on three recent (interrelated) developments
that might be sources of risks: Governance structures influence the dependability of
software systems and critical infrastructures (Section 2). Software is regarded as catalyst
of the convergence of technical and governance structures. With a growing complexity
and dependability also risks of system and governance failures increases (Section 3).
Software increasingly becomes part of the governance structures. If regulative functions
embedded in software systems do not match legal norms or societal expectations there is
a risk of lacking societal acceptability (Section 4).

2 Risks Influenced by Governance Structures
The governance structure with their institutional incentives and constraints to handle
risks determines to a large extend how software-related risks are actually managed by
individual actors and how risks resulting from interdependencies and cooperative activities are created. Not only the availability of dependable software systems is decisive, but
also their actual deployment, adoption and use. Governance structures influence indirectly through the behaviour of the involved actors the dependability of software systems
and of software-intensive infrastructures. We assume that systematically created risks
are caused by failures in organisational and regulative structures. In the normal running
of business, inappropriate incentive structures may stimulate rational actors to accumulate risk factors until a tipping point where damage occurs. Here, the systems produce by
themselves conditions that endanger the system functions. From this perspective, a systemic risk assessment is an analysis of social processes that create, maintain or endanger
a socio-technical infrastructure system [Bü11, p. 9].
These hypotheses about systematically created risks are exemplified by insights from
behavioural, economic and sociological research. Risks of information systems can stem
from low incentives for investments in ICT security especially by for-profit entities
[Ha08, TW10]. In software development and use, actors normally balance costs and
benefits of investing in software security trading off external governance requirements
(e.g., laws or regulations) or competitive advantages by high security reputation against
profitability or capacities [e.g., Cr10, GL04, Dy08, CL04]. Also risk-relevant couplings
in and between infrastructures can be influenced by economic interests such as cost
savings: Risks can stem, for example, from relying control systems or Supervisory Con-
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trol and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems on internet connections and services [e.g.,
Na09, IR06] or from the use with insecure computer operating systems that provide
more functionality or potentials of cost reductions, but also considerably more vulnerability [e.g., Go09, AF09]. Thus, we can assume that if governance structures do not
stimulate or demand other behaviour, actors may create risks by system installations that
follow especially an economic logic that might deviate from a security engineering logic.
In systems made up by many actors, system reliability may also have the characteristics
of a public good with the tendency that individual actors ‘free-ride’ on the contributions
by others and the overall result is inefficient [Va04]. Furthermore, damage caused by lax
information security or vulnerable products of one actor also causes damages (negative
externalities) to other actors that share the data or system [CL04, AM09]. Decisions
about security at an individual company level can lead to neglected risk prevention or to
shifting risks to other actors and result in a sub-optimal risk level from a systemic perspective.
Furthermore, with regard to infrastructure dependability, analyses of the power outages
in the USA and Europe revealed governance failures accompanied by technical failures
as causes [e.g., VL10]. In many cases, economic pressures, as consequence of governance reforms, cause the decrease of redundancy or redundant back-up systems and to use
commercial-of-the-shelf technologies [IR06]. Examples of counteracting governance
structures can be found in the electricity sector where unsuitable constellations of actors
hinder the necessary investments in the modernization of networks [e.g., SR10, pp. 477484]. Furthermore, public-private partnership, as the dominant organisation model in
infrastructures of today, has implications for the treatment of risks since private actors
have to calculate an economically reasonable risk optimum that may deviate from the
safety optimum [DS09, Mi08].

3 Risks from Converging and Complex Systems
Critical infrastructure systems, especially the electricity, telecommunication, computation, and transport infrastructures, not only complement but increasingly converge with
each other [e.g., Am05]. Already, the information infrastructure includes multiple converging ICT infrastructure systems like internet, mobile telephony, or industrial control
systems. The convergence of critical infrastructures may create new chances but also
new risks, in particular stemming from a much higher degree of connectivity and interdependency among infrastructures and their components, which are mostly beyond the
focus of usual risk analyses and risk management. This increases the potential of low
probability, high impact risks to critical infrastructures.
From this perspective, systemic risks can be understood as a phenomenon in which failure of a system component leads to the dysfunction of the entire system or large parts of
it [e.g., OE03, Ka07]. This is especially relevant for socio-technical systems with complex (non-linear) interactions and tight coupling of system components that may lead to
unexpected complex interactions [Pe84]. Either unanticipated interactions among previ-
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ously separated system components occur (when failures interact) or failures can cascade
over system components if inappropriate system structures allow this [IR10, p. 23].
In the area of critical infrastructures, the application of the systemic perspective is evermore taken into account [e.g., BL08, La09], since the problem may become more relevant by the further realization of the virtualization paradigm and its inherent tight couplings. Also the increasing convergence of infrastructures can become a potential of
systemic risks. Studies reveal that especially the coupling of interdependent networks is
prone to cascading of failures such as the iterative shutdowns of power stations and
internet communication networks [e.g., Ri01, IR06, IR10, Ve10, see also Pe10].
Previous research also suggests that most dependability problems of ICT systems in
critical infrastructures do not consist in hostile attacks or problems internal to the technical system, but rather stem from socio-economic and technical conditions in complex
system-of-systems developments that lack, for example, large-scale, holistic risk analysis
and collaboration [TW10]. Furthermore, as illustrated by computer trading of securities
without human control, a potential of uncontrolled chain-reactions and non-linear processes emerges from automated decision-making [e.g., GV10]. In the field of organic
computing [e.g., MS10], similar phenomena have been recently analysed under the term
of ‘emergent phenomena’ or ‘emergent behaviour’ that may show up as unanticipated
behaviour in self-organising interactive ICT systems, which are also intended to use in
future critical infrastructures.
Future infrastructures will have a plethora of tightly interconnected heterogeneous systems run by a multitude of public or private actors with heterogeneous interests in security. This has the effect of increased governance complexity at the socio-organisational
and regulative layer with a higher risk of governance failures, for instance, due to a lack
of motivation to cooperate. Since liberalization, unbundling of functionalities and privatization in the 1980s and 1990s, infrastructures are already complex due to the increased
number of market actors and governing actors and due to institutional fragmentation
[e.g., Ma09, Fi05, BE07]. Infrastructure governance becomes even more complex by the
penetration of governance issues of software. However, it is an open question how governance structures have to be readjusted with regard to the more converging and interdependent infrastructures and to the new core elements of ICT in general and software
systems in particular [Ma10].

4 Risks from Lacking Societal Acceptability and Incoherence
In order to realise the ‘real-time’, ‘self-organisation’ and ‘virtualization’ paradigms of
critical infrastructures a large portion of institutional elements of the governance structures has to be programmed into software systems. In other words, institutional arrangements for enabling, steering, and controlling of the millions of decentralised transactions
in future infrastructures have to be automated by software systems in order to be successfully handled or manageable at all. Economic and social transactions, which would
otherwise be impeded by the difficulties encountered when erecting a conventional insti-
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tutional framework, become now possible, efficient, and effective. Automation also
helps to exclude occasional human error.
However, if software development, implementation, and the software-technical realisation of rules are not coherent with the expectations of users or affected actors (e.g. regarding access, affordability or fairness of market conditions) as well as with the existent
institutional framework, the individual acceptance and the societal acceptability of the
software systems are endangered and their legitimacy questioned. For instance, technical
realisations of privacy protections may not be successful if they do not fulfil legal requirements or are in conflict with user expectations. Advanced models of stakeholder
participation in software development, standardisation and use may contribute to prevent
or solve such problems [e.g., Or10]. In addition, difficulties of policy measures in the
software sector can be spread to infrastructure sectors such as the problems of software
standardisation, for instance, which is plagued with problems of the dominance of some
proprietary standards and ‘standard wars’ [e.g., SV99] or hurdles for participation [e.g.,
Or10].
Furthermore, research on interactions and co-evolutionary developments of technologies
and governance structures become crucial, since the coherence is decisive for obtaining
reliability, price efficiency, innovation capacity, data protection, accessibility, affordability etc. [see also Fi05, IR10, pp. 33-37]. For instance, the envisaged decentralisation
with intelligent software-intensive control systems is hampered by the existent network
governance structure organised as a centralised integrated system [e.g., Fi05, SR10].
Furthermore, corresponding to converging technological developments, adaptations of
governance structures are necessary to incentivize actors across sectors to adequately
disclose and share data on system failures or to cooperate in inter-firm risk governance
to prevent systemic risks [As07, Dy08]. Also certification schemes have to be adapted to
new forms of risks that stem from the interactions within and between infrastructures
and their technical, organisational and human components [e.g., Ja07].

Conclusion
Risk assessment that focuses only on the reliability of system components and physical
interconnections seems inadequate due to experiences with software-related organisational failures, increased interdependencies and complexities, and incoherence between
technical and governance developments as potential source of risks. Instead, we propose
a systemic perspective for technology assessment that explicitly takes the interactions
and co-evolution of technologies, social-organisational and regulative structures into
account to investigate reasons for dysfunctional behaviour of software systems or humans, which may result from inappropriate incentives or controls of governance structures.
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